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ABOUT
US

AN INNOVATIVE
APPROACH

ONE POINT OF
CONTACT

PROFESSIONAL
STANDARDS

We help Federal and State
Government departments
as well as leading
Australian corporations
with their relocation needs.
Innovation is at the heart
of everything we do.

When you relocate with
Move Dynamics, we assign
you with a dedicated Move
Coordinator who is your
one point of contact for
any questions that you
may have.

Our Australian removalist panel
members are all members of the
Australian Furniture Removalists
Association (AFRA), and we
audit them ourselves to ensure
they meet our rigorous service
standards. All international removal
partners are FIDI FAIM accredited
to ensure the best possible
outcomes. Plus, if you require
any other services such as motor
vehicle and pet relocations, Move
Dynamics can assist and answer
any questions you may have.

MOVE DYNAMICS IS
ONE OF AUSTRALIA'S
LEADING MOVING
BROKERAGE
COMPANIES
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CONFIRMATION
OF RELOCATION

COMPLETING THE

INVENTORY
DOMESTIC
The removalist packs everything except
personal belongings1.
Owner packed cartons are not covered
for breakages during transit.
Porta-robes will be provided on the day
for your hanging clothing.
NOW YOU’RE READY TO START YOUR INVENTORY...

Packable items such as crockery,
linen, books etc. do not need to be
individually listed. You are required to
put a total dollar value of these items
at the bottom of each room.
If you have any packable items which
exceed $500, each item will need to be
listed individually as an additional item
along with any large items not on the
inventory.
Ensure your inventory is completed
and submitted 2-3 weeks prior to your
proposed move date.
\\ Please specify the market value of the items on your inventory.
2

\\ Full cover replacement value insurance is available. Speak to

INTERNATIONAL
The online inventory on the Move
Dynamics website is for domestic
relocations only. Do not complete
this unless you require parts of your
household effects to be stored while
you are away.
A detailed inventory is required for
your international relocation. This will
be emailed to you separately as an
Excel Spreadsheet.
This will need to be completed and
returned six weeks prior to your
proposed uplift date.
All packing will be completed by
the removalists including personal
belongings1.

Your removalist will
contact you within 48
hours to discuss your
relocation in further
detail. At this stage, they
will confirm whether a
Pre-Removal Survey is
required.
What is a Pre-Removal
Survey?
This is where the
removalist verifies the
information they have
been provided i.e.
inventory items and
access details. This may
be in-home or over the
phone.
What if I need to
make changes to my
relocation?

\\ Are there any access issues at
your residence? Contact your Move
Dynamics Coordinator to advise.

Contact your Move
Dynamics Coordinator.

Personal belongings refers to clothing, shoes, toiletries, personal paperwork and handbags.
Market value is replacement cost less an allowance for age, condition, wear and tear, and depreciation.
1

Once a removalist
has been appointed
and approved by your
employer, a confirmation
will be sent to you with
dates and details of your
relocation.

\\ Need a break? You can save your
inventory and return to it at a later time.

your Move Dynamics Coordinator for more information.
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PREPARING FOR

RELOCATION
It is important that the below preparations are
made by yourself prior to your relocation day.

GAS
BOTTLE

WASHING
MACHINE¹

FRIDGE/
FREEZER²

Must be certified empty –
take me to your nearest
petrol station to confirm.
No certification, no carry.

Secure the bowl and motor.

Defrost and clean at
least 12 hours prior to
relocation day. I must be
completely empty.

ELECTRONICS³
Disconnect all leads and
label appropriately.

FLAT PACK
FURNITURE⁴
Should be dismantled as
these items may disintegrate
during transit.

¹Insurance does not cover
damage caused as a result
of improper or poor prerelocation preparation.
It should be noted by
owners that if damage
occurs to items as a direct
result of inadequate
preparations, no liability
will be accepted by Move
Dynamics.
²Ensure all moisture and
food particles have been
removed thoroughly
to prevent odours and
mould from forming.
Insurances does not cover
damage by mould.
³Consult manufacturers
handbook on how to
prepare electronics.

GARDEN
ITEMS

GARAGE/
WORKSHOP

OUTDOOR
ITEMS

PETROL-DRIVEN
EQUIPMENT

PERSONAL
ITEMS⁵

Garden tools, wheelbarrows
and other gardening items
should be free of dirt.

Pack any loose nails,
nuts and bolts, odds and
ends into boxes.

Dismantle swings,
play-gyms, cubby houses,
trampolines etc.

Empty all petrol and
oil from petrol driven
equipment.

All valuable jewellery,
passports, money and
important documents cannot
travel with the removalists.

⁴Removalists only
dismantle simple and
basic items such as corner
bolted bed. All other
dismantling is to be done
by the owner.
⁵Personal items cannot be
insured.
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RELOCATING

YOUR PET

Your Move Dynamics Coordinator will advise you if your employer will cover the cost of a
vehicle or pet relocation. If these costs are not covered by your employer, Move Dynamics
can still assist you. Speak to your Move Dynamics Coordinator for more information.

Remove all
personal belongings
from your vehicle.

Your vehicle is
insured for restricted
cover. Full cover
insurance is available.
Ask your MD
Coordinator for more
information.

You will need to
advise us of the
overall length,
height and width
of the vehicle.
*

Please advise of any
external modifications
such as roof racks,
bull bar, tow bar, roof
canopy, snorkel etc*.

A securely fitted
child seat, spare tyre
and jack are fine to
travel in the vehicle.

A convenient
door to door service
unless you are in a
rural location, in which
case the vehicle will
need to be delivered /
collected from
an agent.

We can also
assist you in relocation
of your boat and
trailer.

We use professional
and experienced pet
carriers.

You will need to
advise us of the name,
age, breed and weight
of your pet.

No insurance
can be offered on
livestock.

Your pet must be
microchipped.

This is a door to
door service, however
boarding is available
if required.

You must have
a current vaccination
certificate for
your pet.

Move Dynamics is constantly
striving to RELOCATION
improve the quality
MOVE DYNAMICS
GUIDE
of its service. Following your delivery you will receive
a link to an online Customer Survey.
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We would greatly appreciate it if you could
take a few minutes to provide us
with your valuable feedback.

YOUR

RELOCATION
PREPACK /
UPLIFT DAY
It is a requirement under the terms of
the Move Dynamics contract that you
or a representative over the age of 18 is
present at all times.
The removalist cannot take responsibility
for the security for your home and
contents if you leave the premises.
It is your responsibility to ensure items
that you DO NOT want moved, are not
collected. Please ensure all items that you
do not want packed are clearly labelled.
It is your responsibility to ensure all items
that need to be moved are collected.
All clothing and personal items must be
packed by you prior to prepack and uplift
day.
The removalist will make an inventory
of all items to be moved. This inventory
records any pre-existing damage to
household effects, shows cartons, noting
clearly whether they are ‘packed by
removalist’ (PBR) or ‘packed by owner’
(PBO).
You will be required to sign and date
each page of this inventory. By signing the
paperwork, you agree with what has been
noted. You will be provided with a copy of
this paperwork.

DELIVERY
DAY
It is a requirement under the terms of the
Move Dynamics contract that you or a
representative over the age of 18 is present
at all times during delivery and unpacking of
contents in your home.
All boxes that were packed by the removal
company will be unpacked by the delivery team.

All contents will be placed on bench tops and
tables so that any item broken or damaged is
clearly visible. It is your responsibility to place
items into cupboards and drawers as the
removalists are unpacking.
The delivery team will assemble beds and any
other items that they have dismantled at uplift.
It is important that any loss or damage caused
during transit is noted on the removalist inventory
and condition report otherwise any subsequent
claim for obvious loss or damage may not be
recognised by the removal company. You will
be requested to sign and date each page of the
removal inventory on completion.
Insurance cover ceases when items are delivered
to you or to an agent acting on your behalf.
You will have three business days after delivery to
notify Move Dynamics of any loss or damage that has
been noted on the ICR. This may be verbal, however
must be confirmed in writing within seven days.

INSURANCE
COVERAGE
HOUSEHOLD INSURANCE
PROPERTY COVERED

HOW DO I DETERMINE THE
INSURANCE VALUE FOR MY GOODS?

Household goods and personal effects,
antiques and fine arts as declared and
valued on your inventory for removal
are covered by your insurance. In the
event that your insured value exceeds
your allowance, your Move Dynamics
Coordinator will offer you a quote
for ‘Top Up’ insurance. This will give
you peace of mind that your total
consignment is insured.

It is important that you insure your
goods for their full value.

The insurance policy your employer
holds on your behalf is one of Market
Value. Your Move Dynamics Coordinator
can provide you with a quote for full
Replacement Cover should you prefer.

For Market Value Cover
Replacement cost less an allowance
for age, condition, wear and tear and
depreciation.
If the declared value of the goods is less
than 80% of their actual value at the
time of the loss or damage, the amount
of any claim will be reduced in the same
proportion as the declared value bears
to 80% of the actual value.

\\ Furs, designer handbags
\\ Collections such as stamps, coins,
medals etc.
\\ Works of art, curios and pictures
Please note that we cannot insure the
following items in any event and you are
advised to make alternative removal
arrangements:
\\ Jewellery, including but not limited
to, watches and precious stones
\\ Cash, bank notes and securities
of every description, valuable or
negotiable documents, deeds and
titles, drawings, plans, designs and
manuscripts
\\ Food stuff
\\ Keys

INDEMNITY
WHEN DOES MY INSURANCE
COVER TAKE EFFECT?
Your insurance cover commences
when the removal company, packers or
removal crew begin to handle the items
that are being moved.
The insurance cover ceases when items
are delivered to you or someone acting
on your behalf. If you choose to unpack
items yourself which were previously
packed by the removal company
personnel, the insurance cover will
cease when you take delivery of the
cartons containing those packed items.

In the event of damage to an item that
is repairable the cost of repairs of that
item, up to the insured value declared
on your inventory, is covered. Where
the repair cost exceeds the insured
value, compensation is based upon the
insured value. In the case of loss, the
compensation paid is based upon the
market value of the item or its insured
value, whichever is the lesser.

HIGH VALUE ITEMS
Unless the following items are listed
separately and individually valued, they
have a limited liability of $500.00

EXCLUSION & LIMITATIONS
Whilst every effort is made to have
your valuable possessions relocated
without loss or damage, there are
circumstances where Move Dynamics
may not be liable to make good any loss
or damaged item suffered by you.
Liability is not accepted in respect
of damage to loss of goods packed by
you unless; the carton or container
concerned has been verified by the
removal company employee to have
been damaged or opened during transit
or storage.
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Please note that any claim for the
TOTAL loss of any carton not packed
by the removal company, is limited to
a maximum of $500.00 (GST inclusive)
unless an itemised valued list of the
contents is supplied prior to the
commencement of transit.

ITEMS SUSCEPTIBLE TO DAMAGE
OR DETERIORATION
Some items by their very nature are
susceptible to damage during normal
handling, transit and storage activities.
No liability can be accepted for damage
or deterioration which occurs as a result
of these characteristics. Some examples
of this are:
\\
\\
\\
\\
\\
\\

Plastic Tubs
Terracotta or Plastic pots
Live Plants
Marble tops, unless crated
Previously repaired items
Items not in a fit condition to
withstand transportation

Other items can be affected by
temperature and humidity fluctuations
in their environment, for example:
laminates peeling, chip board drying
out and musical instruments going
out of tune. Some items may oxidize
(rust), mildew or discolour as a result of
such changes. Move Dynamics cannot
be held liable in any event for loss or
damage resulting from these causes.
The following examples do not
constitute a comprehensive list and
should you have any doubts or queries,
please contact your Move Dynamics
Coordinator for clarification.

MALFUNCTION OF
ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC
AND MECHANICAL ITEMS
During normal handling, transit
and storage activities the internal
components of some items may
become displaced or affected in such
a way that the item will not function
correctly.

Unless such items bear signs of physical
external damage witnessed by the
employee of the removal company
no liability for the malfunction can be
accepted. Some example of items falling
into this category are listed below, this
is not a complete list and we can clarify
any queries you may have on specific
items;
\\ Washing machines, refrigerators,
freezers
\\ Televisions receivers, stereo
equipment
\\ Musical instruments
\\ Computer equipment

CONSEQUENTIAL LOSS
Move Dynamics will not be liable for
any consequential or indirect loss
whatsoever.
Move Dynamics will not be held liable
for any delays, damages or losses
resulting from industrial disputes or
from the actions of governments, courts
or other legally authorised bodies.
These actions are beyond the control of
Move Dynamics and any loss or damage
resulting is not a matter for which we
can be responsible.

ANTIQUE FURNITURE /
WORKS OF ART
For antique furniture and works of art,
the insurers will only pay the reasonable
costs of repair/restoration and will not
pay any depreciation or loss of value
caused by the loss or damage.

MAKING A CLAIM
Claims for loss or damage will not be
recognised unless the loss or damage
was recorded on the inventory and
condition report at delivery. The
removal crew will in any event ask you to
sign this inventory and condition report
to provide Move Dynamics/Removal
Company with an acknowledgement
or receipt for the items that have been
delivered.

CLAIMS NOTIFICATION FOR
DOMESTIC REMOVALS
Claims for loss or damage must be
noted on the inventory and condition
report then notified to Move Dynamics
within three working days of the delivery
date, this may be verbal notification.

LOSS OF ELECTRONIC
DATA SOFTWARE

All verbal notification for loss or damage
must then be confirmed in writing within
seven days. Any claims not so notified
may not be considered.

Move Dynamics liability for any loss or
damages will in any event be limited
to the reinstatement value of the
computer hardware and commercial
software packages.

It is important to notify Move Dynamics
of any loss promptly and with a full
description of the missing item(s) to
assist in the tracing and location of
those items.

LOSS OR DAMAGE TO
PAIRS AND SETS
Where one or more articles in a pair or
set (including lounge suites) are lost or
damaged, the policy only covers the lost
or damaged part of the insured value
of the pair or set without reference to
any special value which they may have
as a pair or set or depreciation or loss
of value.

When your possessions are delivered,
you must check their condition
and note any loss or damage on
the inventory and condition report
carried by the delivering removal
crew.
FAILURE TO DO THIS MAY PREJUDICE
ANY CLAIM YOU SUBSEQUENTLY
MAKE.
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Toll Free 1800 600 925
contactus@movedynamics.com.au

HEAD OFFICE, SYDNEY
(02) 9645 7744
14 Epic Place
Villawood NSW 2163

DARWIN
(08) 8984 4560
15/119 Reichardt Road
Winnellie NT 0820

www.movedynamics.com

